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Introduction

UMass Memorial Health Care has invested in lifeIMAGE™ to streamline the way we exchange medical images and image related data with outside physicians, organizations and imaging providers. lifeIMAGE is a tool designed to help streamline the viewing, uploading and sharing of outside imaging studies. It can help your department more efficiently manage images that were not acquired at a UMass Memorial facility. With this service, outside facilities can electronically transfer images, reports and associated documents to our physicians and staff without relying on CD media. lifeIMAGE can also be used to import medical images from CD/DVD media so they can be instantly viewed, shared, and nominated to PACS for inclusion in the patient medical record. The lifeIMAGE service is secure and fully HIPAA-compliant.

We invite you to begin utilizing this service for more efficient access to patients’ outside imaging.

There is no cost to your department to participate in this service. To learn more, please contact the IS Project Management Office at pmo@umassmemorial.org.

Solution Overview

1. Efficiently Ingest Patient CDs
   The lifeIMAGE Local App (LILA) provides a zero footprint, web-based enterprise viewer for efficiently ingesting, viewing and sharing outside images across the organization.

2. Instantly Receive Referral Images
   Within moments, outside organizations can securely transfer images to our facilities via the cloud without the need for dedicated, managed IT infrastructure.

3. Share Images with Outside Providers
   OutBox allows us to share images with healthcare providers anywhere in the world with a few simple clicks.

4. Better Manage Relevant Imaging
   The nomination process in LILA acts as a gatekeeper for outside images that belong in PACS, while filtering images that aren’t relevant to a patient’s care received at our facilities.

5. Connect and Collaborate
   With Connections, we can ingest imaging from patients and referring providers directly from our website, and can make new connections with other lifeIMAGE clients.
Getting Started

To start using lifeIMAGE, you first need to login so that your account can be automatically created.

1. Double-click the lifeIMAGE shortcut on your desktop, or click on the link below:
   
   https://lifeimage.umassmemorial.org

2. From the login screen, select your network domain (e.g., "UMASSMEMORIAL") from the drop-down list, then enter your Active Directory (network) username and password and click "Log in".

3. You will be prompted to verify your profile. Please confirm your e-mail address and select your Profession and Specialty from the drop-down lists. This step is only required on your first login.

Continued on next page...
4. Next you will be presented with a welcome video tutorial. Once you have viewed the tutorial you may check the box marked “Do not show this window again”.

![Welcome to LILA](image1)

**NOTE:** You can bypass this tutorial by clicking “Continue” and proceeding directly to your InBox. The tutorial can be accessed at any time from the Help menu.

5. You will now see your personal library, **MY LIBRARY**. From here you can upload, view, share, and nominate exams to PACS (see instructions in next section). Within 1 business day you will be added to any departmental group(s) that you belong to.

![MY LIBRARY](image2)
Navigating lifeIMAGE

Refer to the detailed instructions below for navigating the lifeIMAGE application.

1. **Getting Exams Into lifeIMAGE**

   1. Insert a CD/DVD into your computer and click on the **Upload exams** button.

   2. Click on **Find Exams on CD/DVD** to allow lifeIMAGE to automatically upload your CD; or from a Mac click **Browse for exams** and select the CD’s DICOMDIR file yourself.

   3. lifeIMAGE displays the patient and exam(s) found on the CD. If this is the CD you want to upload, click **Continue**.

   4. If desired, enter the UMass Memorial **MRN** for this patient.

   5. If you have access to any Group InBoxes, you will need to specify whether to upload exams to your personal InBox or to one of your Group InBoxes.

   6. Click **Upload exams**.

   *Continued on next page…*
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2 Group InBoxes

Depending on your role, you may have access to one or more Group InBoxes in addition to your personal InBox called MY LIBRARY. Group InBoxes appear below your personal InBox. Exams that are in a Group are automatically shared between you and your team members. Actions you perform on Group exams are seen by all group members.

3 Finding Exams in lifeIMAGE

You can enter patient name, MRN, modality, patient DOB or exam date to find exams.

4 Exam Summary

When an exam is selected, the Summary tab is displayed. It shows one thumbnail for each series contained in the exam. More information is shown on the right side of the tab:

- **Patient Demographics** includes patient level information like Patient Name, DOB and MRN.
- **Exam History** shows all activity such as who uploaded it, who it was shared with, etc.
- **Exam Information** includes Exam Date and Institution.
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5 Help

Refer to the online help for more details on how to use lifeIMAGE.

6 Reports

If reports were readable from the CD, they are displayed in the Reports tab.

7 Sharing Exams

You can share exams in your InBox. Start typing the person’s name or e-mail address, or a group name, and choose from the suggested choices. Or click on Select from list to select from all available people and groups. Complete the other fields on this tab and then click Share.

8 Managing Exams

The Manage Exams tab allows you to modify exams:

- Click on the MRN tab to change a patient’s MRN.
- Click on the Delete tab to delete an exam or all exams that originated from the same CD. If you are the owner of a shared exam, the exam is deleted from all users’ InBoxes.

Continued on next page…
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9 Nominating Exams to PACS

The PACS tab allows you to nominate exams to PACS for permanent storage. By completing the fields on this screen, you can nominate an exam to be pushed to PACS, either for a comparison or secondary read, or to be archived for later reference.

When you nominate an exam, the PACS Gatekeeper is notified of your nomination request. The PACS Gatekeeper will enter a billable or non-billable order and then push the exam to PACS. The Gatekeeper may also reject the PACS nomination if it does not meet the requirements for permanent retention in PACS.

Additional notes:

- You can check the status of your nomination on the PACS tab.
- While the nomination is pending, you have the option to Cancel the nomination.
- The Exam History panel in the Summary tab will show all actions taken by the Gatekeeper.

Continued on next page…
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Viewer Tools

Clicking the Viewer tab opens up the built-in image viewer and gives you access to the following tools:

- **Full Screen** expands the viewer across the full area of your screen. Clicking the Full Screen button again or pressing the Esc key returns the screen to normal.
- **Stack** allows you to scroll through images of a series by dragging your mouse up or down over the image.
- **Window and Level** allows you to adjust 1) the window by dragging your mouse horizontally across the image and 2) the level by dragging your mouse vertically.
- **Zoom** allows you to zoom in and out by dragging your mouse up and down.
- **Pan** can be used to move around an image whenever the entire image does not fit on your screen.

- **Line Measurements** allows you to make straight line measurements. Click twice to create a line.

- **Angle Measurements** allows you to measure the angle between two lines. Click twice to create one line, then another 2 times to create the second line.

- **Invert** allows you to invert images.

- **Reference lines** allows you to show reference lines between two series of an exam.

- **Cine Start / Stop** starts cine mode. If cine mode is already running, this button stops cine mode.

- **Reset** brings the image's window, level, position and size back to original values.